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Part I 

Answer all28 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial credit 
will be allowed. For each statement or question, choose the word or expression that, of those given, 
best completes the statement or answers the question. Record your answers on your separate 
answer sheet. [56] 

'J i t J -
I If l::::.MNP ::::: .6. VWX and PM is the shortest side of l::::.MNP, what is 

the shortest side of ,6. VWX? 

@XV (3) VW 

(2) WX (4) NP 

2 In circle 0 shown in the diagram below, chords AB and CD are 
parallel. 

A 

If mAR = 104 and mCD = 168, what is mBD? 
(1) 38 

@44 
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(3) 88 

(4) 96 

- (I 

[2] 

Use this space for 
computations. 

I 



3 As shown in the diagram below, CD is a median of b.ABC. 

c 

A 

\Vhich statement is always true? 

(Q2) AD::: DB (3) LACD ::: LCDB 

(2) AC::: AD (4) LBCD::: LACD 

4 In the diagram below, under which transformation is b.A'B'C' 
the image of b.ABC? 

y 

X 

@ 
(4) (x,y)--+ (x-2,y) 
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Use this space for 
computations. 
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5 Line segment AB is a diameter of circle 0 whose center has 
coordinates \Vhat are the coordinates of point B if the 
coordinates of point A are 

(1) (1 

(5,5) (10,10) 

6 Plane }I and plane Q3 are two distinct planes that are both 
perpendicular to line £. \Vhieh statement about planes }I and Q3 is 
true? 

( 1) Planes }I and Q3 have a common edge, which forms a line. 

Planes }I and Q3 are perpendicular to each other. 

(3) Planes )f and Q3 intersect each other at exactly one point. 

@Planes )f and Q3 are parallel to other. . 

7 11iangle ABC is similar to triangle DEF. The lengths of the sides 
of !:::.ABC are 8, and 11. \rVhat is the length of the shortest side 
of l:::.DEF if its perimeter is 60? 

(l) 10 

@ 12 . .5 

Geometry- January '13 

20 

27.5 

DD / 
> __ L 

):l( 6 (; () 

;}Lfy-$ ] D 

X~ J .5 

Use this space for 
computations. 

I 
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8 In the diagram below of right triangle ABC, 
hypotenuse AB. 

c 

A 3 D 12 

CD is drawn to 

X 

8 

If AD = 3 and DB = 12, what is the length of altitude 

@6 3 
6J5 

9 The below shows the construction of an 

Which statement justifies this 

LA + LB + LC = 180 6J AB = AC = BC 

mLA = mLB = mLC AB + BC > AC 

10 \Vhat is the slope of the line perpendicular to the 
by the equation 2x + 4y = 12? 

Geometry January '13 

l 
2 

represented 

t 1 

Use this spaee for 
computations. 
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11 Triangle ABC is shovvn in the diagram below. 

A 

If DE joins the midpoints of ADC and AEB, which statement is 
not true? 

1 
DE= 2GB @AD=DE 

DC CB 

(2) DE II CB ~ABC- ~AED 

12 The equations + y2 = 25 and y = 5 are graphed on a set of axes. 
vVhat is the solution of this system? X J. -( S" 

(0,0) (0,5) 

(2) (5,o) (5,5) X 

13 Square ABCD has vertices B(4,- C(2,5), and D( -4,3). 

0 

Use this space for 
computations. 

vVhat is the length of a side of the square? 

( 215 
~J-r ~ -t ,JJ 

@2Fo 10J2 
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14 The diagram below shows 6ABD, with ABC , BE J.. AD, and 

LEBD::::: LCBD. 

D 

If mLABE = 52, what is mLD? 

<Qj)26 52 

(2) 38 (4) 64 

15 As shown in the diagram below, FD and CB intersect at point A and 
ET is perpendicular to both FD and CB at A. 

E 

T 

Which statement is not true? 

(1) ET is perpendicular to plane BAD. 

(2) ET is perpendicular to plane FAB. 

(3) ET is perpendicular to plane CAD. 

@ ET is perpendicular to plane BAT. 
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computations. 
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16 \Vhich set of numbers could not represent the lengths of the sides 
a right hiangle? 

mn 
@Y 

{3,4,5} 

{8,15,17} 

17 How many points are ,5 units from a line and also equidistant from 
two points on line? 

3 

0 

18 The of a circle is - 2)2 + (y + 5)2 = 32. What are the 
coordinates of the center of this circle and the length of its radius? 

(1) ( and 16 

and 16 

( -2,5) and 4J2 
t@ (2, and 4J2 

• 

Use this space for 
computations. 

X 'r!. 

)( 

19 The equation of a is y = ; x + 5. What is an equation of the :> 
that is perpendicular to the given line and that passes through 
point 

2 2 
Y = 3x .3 

3 
(3) y = -2x + 7 

3 
11 = -x- 4 ' 2' 

3 
y = -2x + 8 
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20 Consider the relationship between the two statements below. 

If ../16 + 9 4 + 3, then 5 4 + 3. 

If ../16 + 9 = 4 + 3, then 5 = 4 + 3. 

These statements are 

@inverses 

(2) converses 

(3) contrapositives 

(4) biconditionals 

21 In the diagram of trapezoid ABCD below, AB !I DC, AD::::: BC, 
mLA = 4x + 20, and mLC = 3x - 15. 

What is mLD? 

(1) 25 

(2) 35 

Geometry -January '13 

A 

) 
1 

} 

c 

060 

(4) 90 

/.; 
/' 

X 0 > 
l]b ') 6 

} ~X Q ·s l> 
) 

1-- \) :; 3 (~5) " } ) ) 
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Use this space for 
computations. 
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22 In circleR shown below, diameter DE is perpendicular to chord ST 
at point L. 

D 

E 

Which statement is not always true? 

(1) SL :::::: TL W RL :::::: LE 

(2) RS = DR (4) (DL)(LE) (SL)(LT) 

23 Which equation represents circle A shown in the diagram below? 

y 

X 

(1) (x - 4)2 + (y - 1)2 = 3 (3) (x - 4)2 + (y - 1)2 = 9 

(2) (x + 4)2 + (y + 1)2 = 3 (@ (x + 4)2 + (y + 1)2 = 9 

Geometry -January '13 [10] 

Use this space for 
computations. 



24 vVhich equation represents a line that is parallel to the line whose 
equation is 3x - 2y = 7? 1J 

3 ~ ,VJ~~ 
( 1) y = - 2x + 5 '@ y = ~ x - 5 L1 

2 y = -x- 4 
3 

25 In the diagram below of circle 0, PAC and PBD are secants. 

(0 

If mCD = 70 and mAR = 20, what is the degree measure of LP? 

0)25 45 

35 (4) 50 

26 The measure of an interior angle of a regular polygon is 120°. How 
many sides does the polygon have? 

(I) 5 3 

@6 4 

h 
l h C/ 
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Use this space for 
computations. 
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27 As shown the diagram of 
and BD at 

If AE = x + 2 and BD 

6 

IO 

28 If the vertices of D.i\BC are 
D.ABC is as 

right 

, B( -2,8), and then 

@ '"'' '·'' ,.~,.~,,, 
equilateral 

m ~~ 
'~ c;. <).-tc;Jf+('t-6 }- 1 .j /] 

A "1(-;.-(:5)]).-+ {lfo(J ·11) 

Geometry January '13 [12] 
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Part II 

Answer all 6 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropliate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. 

29 After the transformation = x, the image of D.ABC is D.A1B'C'. If AB + 1.3 and 
A'B 1 = 9x- 8, find the value of x. 

0\ 
\ (JvfS vveJ (t I 5 

J--xtn 5 CJx-0 
J-1 

___.., 
7 /)\ 

3 ~x 

Geometry - January '13 [13] [OVER] 



30 In the diagram below, circles A and B are tangent at point C and AB is drawn. Sketch all 
common tangent lines. 

Geometry- January '13 [14] 



31 On the set of axes below, graph the locus of points 4 units from (0,1) and the locus of points 
3 units from the origin. Label with an X any points that satisfy both conditions. 

y 
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32 Write an equation of a circle whose center is ( and whose diameter is 10. 

Cx t~J ly)-J 
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33 Using a compass and straightedge, construct a line perpendicular to line I! through point P. 
[Leave all construction marks.} 

e 
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34 Write an equation of the line that is the perpendicular bisector of the line segment having 
endpoints (3, -1) and (3,5). [The use of the grid below is optional.] 

!•~~ 1 )~Jll)~( Jj . ;r/ 

y 
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Part III 

Answer all 3 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. 

35 A right circular cylinder with a height of 5 em has a base with a diameter of 6 em. Find the 
lateral area of the cylinder to the nearest hundredth (~fa square centimeter. 

Find the volume of the cylinder to the nearest hundredth of a cubic centimeter. 
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36 Triangle ABC has vertices A(5,1), B(l,4), and C(l,l). 

State and label the coordinates of the vertices of L:::.A"B"C", the image of !::::.ABC, following the 

composite transform~o~/;;) ~:· [;t ~; r ~~ ~{ J:; ~ow is optionru.] 

. fl" ( ! I) I ) ) B ,, [ 17 J, c ., { ~' I) 

y 
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37 In 6.ABC, mLA = + 12, mLB = llx + and mLC = - 17. 
Determine the longest side of 6.ABC. 

~f)J-+l]{' t5 f]~x-17 ~ltD 
y -r) ~Yt -I o ~o 

(x 1 0 ) ( - J :; 0 

X b 
'~b })._~U 

1'1 l 

~ B c !f(6)t·S-;7) 
L r;f~( /J ~fa1 

L rJ i s I a. 111 J e_) 'l o fl ( ; 5 

1 c1 <)) ct;__ , 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. 
The answer should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done 
in pencil. 

38 The diagram below shows rectangle ABCD with points E and F on side AB. Segments CE and 
DF at G, and LADG :::::::: LBCG. 

Prove that AE :::::::: BF. 

A E F B 

) 

~) 'S ;d.L <; () A,rfctAYI 

ru~rr+ 
~J ;,I {_ r/g Q n~ 0 ~~v;-e 

Vlft9 1 
~y tJ) J) r J-1 h-+ ot Y1) ~ > a 

<;)A A 
tv -rc --........ 

·~ (t£/f -· l --- ~ ft: X) - Jb - l3 r F) n 
Ar~ 

h ·f of - 0,) q)ifS /"\....> I?r 
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